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What I am curious about.
I am curious about many things, especially baking. This science project is mostly 

about baking, but also many more things too. I was wondering, if I took the same 

exact cookie dough recipe, but colored them in different colors, shaped them into 

different shapes, and named them different names. Would the name, the shape, and 

the color affect what people think they taste like - even though they are all the exact 

same cookie recipe!



My Experiment
I will take 3 batches of the same store bought cookie dough, in this case we chose Immaculate brand 
sugar cookie.

We are going to color the cookies , title them, and shape as the following;

- Granny’s Secret Recipe!  
- Shape = Oval. Color = Brown

- Pink Sparkle Surprise! 
- Shape = Star. Color = Pink 

- Dino-Mite Blast! 
- Shape = Dinosaur. Color = Green

I will place testers of each cookie out and have plenty of kids (my cousins) try each cookie. Then I will tell 
them to record which cookie they like best and why? I am also going to record if they are a boy or a girl to 
see if there are any patterns.

And remember… they are all the exact same! Shhhhh!

  



COOKIES!!!!!!
These are all of the cookies name tags below.



My Prediction
My prediction is that the younger girls are going to like the “Pink Sparkle Surprise!” 

the most. I also think that the younger boys will like “Dino-Mite Blast!” the best.  

And, the older kids will like “Granny’s Secret Recipe!” the most.

I think these will be the results because - They kind of match each of my cousins 

personalities. For example, Caroline (4 years old) loves unicorns and shiny stuff and 

her brother Grayson (6 years old) likes the Incredible Hulk, explosions, and green 

things. I will be excited to see what all my other cousins choose!



The Data & Results!
BOYS GIRLS

Boy 1 - dino-mite -because it looked good.

Boy 2 - Pink sparkle surprise - because of the sprinkles.

Boy 3 - Dino-mite - because  its shaped like a dino.

Boy 4 - Granny’s secret recipe - because its soft.

Boy 5 - Dino-mite -because its good.

Girl 1 -Pink Sparkle Surprise - because it’s yummy.

Girl 2 - Granny’s Secret Recipe- because its best.

Girl 3 - Pink Sparkle Surprise -  because it is pretty.

Girl 4 - Pink Sparkle Surprise -  because of shape and sparkles.

Girl 5 - Pink Sparkle Surprise- because it’s the best.



Analyzing the data & Conclusion:
So looking the data I found that my prediction of the girls liking the sparkle and pink 

cookies was right.  Also, the boys mostly liked the more exciting Dino cookie.  Some 

of them even gave their reason as how they looked, not how they tasted.  Very few 

boys and girls did mention texture or taste but really they did end up liking the ones I 

predicted they would.   




